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HUNGARY’S POSITION IN INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS — EXPOSE! OF M. COLOMAN 

KANYA, FOREIGN MINISTER

The expose of M. Coloman Kanya, the Hungarian 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, delivered on May 26th, 
was an outstanding feature of the debate on the Budget 

in the Hungarian Parliament. At the outset M, Kanya 
expressed regret that no change for the better had taken place 
since his expose of last year, in which he had stated that the 
international situation was more troubled than it had ever 
been and that "indivisible and collective insecurity” had spread 
all over Europe. Speaking of the main factors contributing 
to the development of the present international situation, 
the Foreign Minister laid special stress on the endeavours 
those obsessed with the idea of mutual aid were making to 
extend the already gigantic network of alliances and on the 
rapid progress made by those of the Great Powers who 
were dissatisfied with their lot. M. Kanya then proceeded 
to outline the effects produced by these factors on other 
States. He said:

’ ’Turkey, availing herself of the advantages latent in 
her extremely favourable geographical situation and in her 
military preparedness, as well as in the chaotic conditions 
prevailing in Europe, has inaugurated and brought to a suc
cessful conclusion an action for the elimination of the 
military restrictions imposed upon part of her territory by 
the Treaty of Lausanne. This step, as witnessed by the 
Montreux Agreement, has been crowned with complete 
success. Turkey has regained full sovereignty over the 
Straits. By this action the Turkish Government entered the 
path of revision, and as member of the anti-revisionist group 
of States, gained her point with the support of anti-revision-
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ist Governments. How strongly revisionist this step was is 
proved by the fact that, at first, one of her allies protested 
vehemently against Turkey’s demands and acquiesced only 
when she received a reassuring statement concerning the 
Turkish frontiers. In the course of the Montreux negotiations 
not even the slightest mention was made of Article 19 of 
the League Covenant, and the conversations were conducted 
not under the head of revision but of that of security. The 
League of Nations itself withdrew modestly into the back
ground and left the decision entirely in the hands of the 
Parties concerned. This measure of precaution and prudence 
was considered necessary in order to calm the doubts of the 
anti-revisionist camp, although in this case, as in Germany's 
re-occupation of the Rhinelands, the question was not one 
of territorial demands but of the restoration of full political 
sovereignty over a certain part of the country in which the 
sovereignty of the State had been curtailed by treaty. After 
Montreux Turkey's great diplomatic elasticity was highly 
appreciated and commended in many quarters.

"Another revisionist aim of Turkey, concerning which 
negotiations are still in progress, is the transformation of the 
Alexandrette Sanjak, at present belonging to Syria, into an 
independent State.

"In Belgium, too, the above-mentioned events produced 
a reaction. The Government and people of that country 
awoke to the consciousness that it would not benefit Belgium 
to undertake heavy military obligations calculated to involve 
the country in any conflict arising between the Great Powers. 
Therefore, in increasing measure, Belgium adopted an 
attitude of voluntary neutrality to defend which without 
exterior aid a strongly reinforced army was contemplated. 
Aware of the importance with which her geographical situa
tion invested her in the eyes of the Great Powers, Belgium 
was no longer content to be a mere factor of security but 
aspired to the international status of a guaranteed State. 
This wish of hers has since seen fulfilment. Belgium has 
broken loose from the network of collective security, with 
all its hidden perils, and secured for herself the possibility 
of freedom of decision within the framework of the League 
Covenant.
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’’Poland has long been desirous of securing, within the 
bounds of possibility, a free hand to decide her own policy, 
and perhaps it was the same ambition that inspired Yugo
slavia’s recent activities in the sphere of foreign policy. That 
this is so would seem indicated by the bilateral agreement 
concluded in January with Bulgaria. This agreement also 
deserves attention from other points of view. Belgrade has 
concluded a treaty of permanent friendship with a State 
against which the Balkan Pact was primarily directed, and 
has done so with the total exclusion of territorial questions, 
that is to say, without asking Bulgaria to renounce her 
territorial aspirations. The latter was not even required to 
conclude a similar treaty with the other signatory States of 
the Balkan Pact. At this stage it is impossible to forecast 
what the future development of the Yugoslav-Bulgarian 
agreement is likely to be, but undoubtedly both States have 
reason to congratulate themselves on the results hitherto 
achieved. Bulgaria has escaped from the isolation that was 
paralyzing every political action on her part, and Yugoslavia 
has considerably strengthened her position in the Balkans.

"The reaction to the new political currents has given 
birth also to the Italo-Yugoslav treaty of friendship, which, 
as a new pledge of peace, has been hailed with satisfaction 
and rejoicing almost everywhere in Central Europe.

"International life was subjected to a fresh shock by 
the outbreak of civil war in Spain. As we know, great inter
national interests intersect in the areas now the theatre of 
bloody warfare. The Spanish war will probably be a long 
one and therefore it is futile at present to enter into con
jectures as to what the outcome and consequences thereof 
may be.

"Another component of the present situation — so 
chaotic and difficult to survey as a whole — is the gradual 
decline of the prestige of the League of Nations. A  heavy 
item on the debit side of the League's political balance-sheet 
is the complete failure of the disarmament negotiations for 
years conducted under its aegis and the impotence manifest 
in its inability to ensure the undisturbed functioning of the 
several international tribunals. By failing to do so the League 
has sinned grievously against the lofty idea of international
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jurisprudence to aid and extend the scope of which should 
have been one of its most important tasks. The League has 
forfeited much of its prestige owing to its lack of universal
ity, which circumstance has diminished its significance in the 
solution of international problems. The question of a liquida
tion of the Spanish war is being settled without the League; 
it had hardly any influence on the Locarno negotiations; and 
recently the Bulgaro-Yugoslav and the Italo-Yugoslav treaties 
were concluded without its co-operation. In the sphere of 
world economics problems such as the equalization of foreign 
exchanges and the gradual abolition of trade restrictions 
were solved independently of the League, and Geneva was 
merely asked to take cognizance of faits accomplis.

"I use a mere commonplace when I establish the fact 
that the League has failed in its duty towards the minorities. 
Of late, after the depths of indifference had been reached:' 
in the past few years, the Council of Three, at the instigation 
of the Secretariate General, seems to have begun to take a 
warmer interest in the hitherto disregarded minority peti
tions. We are naturally impatient to see whether, despite the 
cumbersome machinery of League procedure, any results are 
likely to follow. I consider it practically unnecessary to state 
that this criticism of the League is not inspired by any pre
judice on my part and that I should be only too happy to see 
a convalescent League helped to its feet again by its mighty 
patrons and made capable of doing really useful work.

"The failure of the Disarmament Conference contributed 
largely towards a general and steady increase of armaments.. 
Every country is arming, even the neutral States. One State 
does so in order to make up for years of negligence, a second 
to be able to protect the interests of the League more 
effectually and to be ready for energetic measures against 
all aggressors, and the third on the principle that "weakness 
is the greatest menace to peace as it is a temptation to the 
strong” . In a word, everybody is arming in the interests of 
peace. Is this perhaps why people in many countries so- 
enthusiastically approve of the race in armaments? Is it 
a sacred duty to arm? and is the country that refuses to do- 
so guilty of a capital crime? Denmark was severely re
primanded for wishing to adhere loyally to the idea of dis-
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-armament. There is only one little country in the wide world 
whose attempt to re-arm would imperil the sacred cause of 
peace and that little country is — Hungary!

"Of late we have again begun to hear of disarmament in 
the spheres both of politics and of economics. They are, how
ever, at such an initial stage at present that it is wellnigh 
impossible to discuss them.

"There have never been, perhaps, so many negotiations, 
so many comings and goings of ministers, or so many inter
national intrigues, as during the past turbulent year. So far 
none of them has been successful in clearing up the situation. 
Certain concrete facts have, nevertheless, emerged, which 
may be summed up as follows:

"The Treaty of Versailles is gradually crumbling to 
pieces; and today, in fact, only its territorial provisions are 
still valid. It would appear that the Treaty of Lausanne is 
to share a like fate. The treaties of mutual assistance con
cluded to guarantee collective security have also lost much 
of their original force. Bilateral agreements are becoming 
more frequent. The Locarno Pact, in its old form, has ceased 
to exist. It was abandoned first by Germany, then by 
Belgium and Italy, and today its role is merely a passive 
one. Thus, of all the old treaties the only one retaining its 
pristine force is the ever-closer entente between Great 
Britain and France, which — as we learn from official state
ments — guarantees that in the event of either contracting 
Party being attacked innocently, the other will come to her 
aid with military support. The negotiations over a new 
Locarno are progressing very slowly.

"We all know that the Little Entente itself was the first 
to deliver a blow against the foundations of Trianon. In 
direct contradiction to the letter and spirit of Article 8 of 
the League Covenant, the States of the Little Entente are 
arming themselves to the teeth. Then again Article 250 of 
the Peace Treaties places the protection of the rights and 
property of Hungarian minority citizens in the hands of 
international tribunals; but in practice the Little Entente 
renders its application impossible, simply by a sabotage of 
the work of those tribunals. And I presume there is no need 
for me to enter into the details of how little the three States
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respect the minority treaties concluded between them and 
the Great Powers.

’’The Stresa front has collapsed and Italo-German co
operation is making its influence increasingly felt. The most 
conspicuous milestones marking the progress made along the 
path of co-operation were Berlin's neutral attitude towards 
Italy's undertaking in East Africa; the complaisance dis
played by Rome in connection with Germany's efforts to 
liquidate the Treaty of Versailles; the Austro-German treaty 
of 11th June 1936, which eliminated a very awkward ob
stacle to agreement between Germany and Italy; the visit 
of Italy's Foreign Minister, Count Ciano, to Berlin; a com
munity of interests in the Spanish question, both countries 
being anxious to prevent the emergence of a Soviet-like 
republic in the Iberian Peninsula; and, lastly, the recent 
visits of several German statesmen to Rome.

"The chaos in the political situation is responsible for 
the circumstance that Great Britain, who in the years follow
ing the conclusion of the war was the greatest protagonist 
of the principle of disarmament, has abandoned this policy 
and is arming on a gigantic scale.

"Of late, with increasing frequency, we hear that Great 
Britain, France and the United States of America must 
stand by one another in the interests of peace. From these 
statements far-reaching conclusions have been drawn, which 
in purport attempt to present matters as though the co
operation of the three Great Powers was now assured, come 
what may. In my opinion this view is not borne out by facts, 
or at best is premature. If, nevertheless, I still mention it, 
I do so only because it indicates the existence of a certain 
trend bent, not so much on composing unsolved problems 
amicably and in a spirit of mutual understanding, as on 
making suitable preparations in the field of diplomacy for 
the titanic conflict which, we are told, is bound to come 
sooner or later.

"Undoubtedly the hegemony of the victorious Great 
Powers has declined, and we are on the eve of a gradual 
transformation, the object of which is to achieve a balance 
of power. It is certain that this process of transformation
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has set in, but international life is still in a liquid state, and 
no one can safely prophesy how it will eventually crystallize. 
Everybody just feels that the problems will need much time 
and patience to solve. This perhaps is the origin of the 
growing unrest that on more than one occasion has conjured 
up the spectre of an approaching war. So far, however, this 
dark view is set off by a healthy optimism incapable of 
believing in an outbreak of war, — an optimism rooted, not 
only in repeated statements made by leading statesmen of 
the Great Powers and in a certain improvement in evidence 
lately in international relations, but also, and indeed chiefly, 
in the fact that in spite of the unresolved questions of major 
importance on the carpet, it has hitherto proved possible to 
avoid an outbreak of armed conflict, even over the question 
of the war in Spain, where, as I have already mentioned, 
opposing interests of the first magnitude are in conflict.

"All these important political events affect us mainly 
in that our interests demand the maintenance of peace under 
all circumstances. To the best of our ability we, too, are 
anxious to do our share in the region geographically nearest 
to us, namely the Danube Valley, to maintain peace, the 
preservation of which is so earnestly desired by all serious 
political factors.

"Having thus reached a question of our own narrower 
sphere of interest, I must first of all devote a few words to 
the Little Entente, that group of States formed principally 
with the object of keeping Hungary in check.

"Of late much has been heard to the effect that the 
Little Entente is weakening, is, in fact, on the point of 
breaking up. Nor was this forecast made by enemies of that 
formation. It has been discussed even in the Parliaments of 
the Little Entente States and has been a topic of the day 
in the European press as a whole. The French newspapers 
in particular have written openly of the Little Entente crisis 
as a menace to the friendly relations between France and 
the States of that alliance, but consolation has been sought 
in the idea that now that Britain, France's close ally, is 
arming so extensively, this will exert an influence on certain 
wavering States and shepherd them back to that group of 
western Great Powers whose superiority in the event of
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armed conflict is not —  in French opinion — to be 
questioned.

"For myself I consider the reports of Little Entente 
dissolution, to say the least of it, exaggerated. The lessons 
of the past show that the alliance of countries which fought 
shoulder to shoulder through a long and difficult period, 
does not collapse lightly; in such cases it is only very slowly 
that cohesion ceases and the fabric crumbles to pieces. This 
of course does not mean that the Little Entente has been 
successful in preserving its old prestige, or that the great 
influence it once exerted exists beyond question today. The 
leading statesmen of this triple alliance have always striven 
to make co-operation closer and wider. In 1933, as we know, 
they elaborated a new plan, the ambitious aim of which was 
to establish a united political, economic and military co
operation of the three States and thus create a political 
alliance which, with its 45 million subjects and rich natural 
resources, would be able to enter the arena of European 
politics with the prestige of a Great Power.

"The plan failed. It was bound to do so, since in funda
mental questions the three States could not reduce their 
political aspirations to a common denominator. They differ 
in the attitude displayed towards the Austrian, German and 
Russian questions. It is true that officially all three are 
opposed to an Anschluss or a restoration, but most probably, 
were it to come to the point of having to adopt a definite 
attitude, one of them would decide for the Anschluss and 
another for a restoration. Today only Czecho-Slovakia is 
divided from Germany by serious differences. Yugoslavia 
makes no secret of the importance she attaches, both from 
a political and from an economic point of view, to the 
maintenance of friendly relations with Germany; and Ru
mania, though strong in her adherence to France, the Little 
Entente and the Balkan Bloc, is striving hard to improve 
her relations with the German Reich.

"It is a well-known fact that three degrees are to be 
distinguished in the attitude of the Little Entente States 
towards Soviet Russia. Czecho-Slovakia has based her 
foreign policy primarily on the Soviet alliance. The bitter 
experiences of the past have robbed her of all faith in the
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League of Nations, and she sees how difficult it would be 
at present for her powerful ally in the West to render 
adequate assistance with sufficient despatch. By means of 
the Little Entente treaties Czecho-Slovakia has guarded 
against the contingency of a non-existent danger threatening 
her from Hungary; but she forgot to provide adequately 
against other eventualities which, thanks to the changes in 
European politics, have — at least according to Prague — 
materialized. The Czecho-Slovak Government is now seeking 
to supply the deficiency by a proposed modification of the 
Little Entente treaties, which would transform them into 
pacts of mutual assistance. True, these endeavours have so 
far yielded no results, but by this attitude Prague has been 
carried farther into the current of high politics in Europe 
and has naturally become exposed to the dangers inherent 
in this position.

"Rumania has exercised greater precaution. Instead of 
following Prague's example, Bucharest has, for the time at 
least, renounced the idea of entering into a pact of mutual 
assistance with the Soviet and contents itself with endeavour
ing to maintain correct and, as far as possible, friendly 
relations with her powerful neighbour. Whether it is true, 
as some say, that Rumania chose this policy because Moscow 
was not to be induced to recognize the annexation of 
Bessarabia, we have no means of proving.

"The country that has deviated farthest from the line 
adopted by Prague is Yugoslavia, for that State has not re
opened diplomatic intercourse with Russia. The most diverse 
reports are current as to why Belgrade is averse to restoring 
normal relations with Russia. One version is that Belgrade 
hopes in the near future to see a national regime regain 
control, in which case it would be possible to return to the 
same measure of close co-operation as existed between 
Serbia and Russia before and during the war. Those holding 
this opinion believe that the present state of affairs in Russia 
is one of transition from a Bolshevist to a national regime 
which, sooner or later, is bound to gain the upper hand in 
Moscow. However that may be, the fact remains that Bel
grade’s policy today is widely divergent from that of Prague 
in that, instead of seeking new alliances or enlarging the
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scope of old ones, Yugoslavia sees the best means of ensuring 
the future of the country in an endeavour to eliminate 
differences of opinion with her neighbours and thereby 
create a more pleasant atmosphere around her frontiers. The 
justification of this policy is to be found in the Bulgaro- 
Yugoslav treaty of friendship, in the treaty of a similar 
nature recently concluded with Italy, and in the favourable 
developments in Yugoslavia’s relations with Hungary, to 
which M. Stoyadinovitch made reference in his last speech 
during the debate on the Budget. I myself sincerely hope 
the improvement will continue.

"Outwardly every State of the Little Entente is equally 
anxious to establish friendly relations with Italy; but the 
chances are not even.

"Even if the unity and prestige of the Little Entente 
are not what they were years ago, it would nevertheless be 
a mistake to light bonfires in our enthusiasm over the sup
position that the complete dissolution of that alliance is no 
longer to be averted, and that its occurrence is merely a 
question of time. Let us not forget that where Hungary is 
concerned, complete agreement obtains among the three 
States. This may be established from statements of an official 
nature made after the Little Entente Conference in Belgrade. 
This unanimity finds particularly trenchant expression in 
the military conventions firmly maintained against us since 
more than a decade. The Little Entente is wont to declare 
its ardent desire to be on good terms with Hungary. But it 
is a contradiction in adjecto to speak of a wish to establish 
friendly relations with a State and at the same time adhere 
rigidly, almost as a matter of principle, to military conven
tions directed against it. What this way of thinking is likely 
to lead to, may be seen in the history of the collapse of 
Locarno. In the Franco-Soviet and Russo-Czecho-Slovak 
agreements, which were directed against Germany, the Ger
man Reich saw a degree of mistrust irreconcilable with the 
spirit of Locarno and therefore took the consequences which 
are now history.

"It is manifest that we cannot feel a greater degree of 
confidence in the sincerity of the Little Entente's allegedly 
peaceful intentions so long as the three States, though well
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aware that we have no aggressive designs on them, rigidly 
insist on the petrification of conditions irreconcilable with 
the spirit that must inspire the Danubian States if they are 
sincerely desirous of creating an atmosphere conducive to 
better understanding.

"No one will experience any difficulty in understanding 
our point of view if I draw attention to the fact that the 
Little Entente constantly finds it necessary to warn us that 
the unanimity of their attitude towards Hungary is unshaken. 
Although we are fully aware of this circumstance and stand 
in no need of information, we receive warnings of that sort 
galore. To mention but one of the many: shortly ago a well- 
known Czecho-Slovak military expert declared that in the 
event of armed conflict, it might well happen that Budapest 
would become the capital of the Little Entente.

"Then there is another difficulty which must not be lost 
sight of in connection with the serious and knotty problem 
of a rapprochement between the States of the Danube Valley. 
Namely, the conferences and conversations of those im
mediately concerned are not the only things that count; for 
the interests of many Powers are at stake in the Danube 
Valley. It may therefore happen, — even should any of our 
neighbours, either in response to our conciliatory bearing or 
influenced by our friends, be moved to make certain ap
proaches towards us, — that as soon as it leaks out that 
negotiations are on foot, the State making approaches may 
be subjected to pressure from a third party such as in the 
given circumstances it could scarcely withstand.

"Should anyone broach the question as to whether in 
spite of the dificulties existing the present moment is suitable 
for an attempt to establish a rapprochement, my answer is 
in the affirmative. I do not delude myself with illusions. I 
do not dream of a Danubian federation or other more far- 
reaching combinations; I move in the sphere of realities and 
would be content to see relations between Hungary and her 
neighbours normalized by means of honest compromise.

"I feel convinced that this alone would be a great step 
towards the evolution of a more promising future. In us 
dwells the serious determination to pave the way towards a 
rapprochement with our neighbours. This serious political
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determination of ours does not, of course, mean that we are 
ready to yield to dogmas which the victorious Powers who 
but shortly ago were at the height of their might and the 
States who enjoy the spoils of their victories have tried to 
force upon us as infallible truths against which there is no 
appeal.

"Our determination to approach our neighbours has its 
own traditions. To say nothing of the various weighty state
ments made years ago, I myself expounded the well-con
sidered intentions of the Hungarian Government in my speech 
on the Budget last year. Let me also remind you that two 
years ago in Venice, during an international conference at 
which inter alia we discussed a treaty of non-intervention 
with Italy and Austria, we showed the greatest willingness 
to approach our neighbours, a readiness which at the time 
was only appreciated by the rest of Europe.

"In what follows I wish to throw light on the historical 
background of the Hungarian Government’s attitude.

"I have endeavoured to explain how the former European 
hegemony of the victorious Powers has suffered decline and 
how a situation has gradually arisen in which the achieve
ment of a balance of power is the chief aim. Similar pheno
mena are also observable in the Danube Valley. Formerly 
we were almost entirely at the mercy of the Little Entente; 
but since the Rome Protocol was signed a change has taken 
place. The signatories of the Rome Protocol, who last year 
formed themselves into a group, by the mere fact of their 
doing so have checked the political encroachments of the 
Little Entente, although the new group is not directed against 
any country and is so far from being exclusive that, on 
certain conditions, it is open for the other countries to join.

"Hungary's position in international politics has gained 
in strength and her willingness to approach her neighbours 
grows in direct ratio to the consolidation of her international 
position. It is clear that negotiations become easier when 
there is no danger of the hegemony of one party forcing 
unilateral interests on the other; as it is also clear that the 
other side is more ready to negotiate when it awakes to the 
fact that it can no longer dictate.

"It would be superfluous for me to lay special stress
12
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on the fact that a contributory factor to the evolution of the 
present situation is the circumstance that Hungary's relations 
with all her former friends have either remained unaltered 
or grown even more cordial.

"The ties of friendship linking us with Italy have grown 
stronger during the past year. The circumstances attending 
the visit to Rome of His Highness Admiral Horthy were 
such that the whole Hungarian nation has reason to be grate
ful to the Regent for his success in cementing friendship 
between Italy and Hungary in every stratum of the Italian 
nation. And the visit of Their Royal and Imperial Majesties, 
the King-Emperor and Queen-Empress of Italy, to Hungary 
afforded proof that every class of Hungarian society is imbued 
with the warmest feelings for the ruler of the Italian State 
and his family. I sincerely trust Their Majesties realized that 
the Hungarian nation never forgets and tries to show its 
great appreciation of the assistance rendered by Italy to 
Hungary in the latter's time of need.

"The visit of His Highness the Regent, of the 
Hungarian Premier and of members of his Cabinet to 
Vienna; Chancellor Schuschnigg's visit to Budapest and 
President Miklas's sojourn in our midst, are all outward 
and visible signs of the sincere friendship existing between 
Austria and Hungary, a friendship cemented by centuries of 
tradition and a real community of interests which recently 
found expression in Austria's decision to remain on the 
straight path indicated by the Rome Protocol and by her 
agreement with Germany.

"Our friendly relations with Germany have undergone 
no change. I know I shall be reminded of certain alleged 
statements and newspaper articles. This, however, does not 
prevent me from saying that a community of interests is the 
sine qua non and the firmest basis of friendship between two 
nations. And who would venture to deny that in many 
respects Hungary's and Germany's political and economic 
interests are identical. So long as this is so, no wiles will 
ever shake the firm foundation of our friendship with 
Germany.

”Poland’s attention is naturally occupied in fostering 
friendly relations with her two powerful neighbours. Not
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withstanding this she has never lost sight of the immediate 
interests which link her lot to that of certain nations in the 
Danube Valley. Within the sphere of those interests she has 
been successful in maintaining unchanged her traditionally 
cordial relations with Hungary.

” Great Britain has much to occupy her attention all the 
world over. It is therefore with deep satisfaction that we see 
the benevolent attention of the British Government extending 
to the problem of ensuring peace among the Danubian States, 
which, after all, do not belong to Britain's immediate sphere 
of interests. The growing interest manifested by the people 
of Great Britain in one of the most important of Hungary's 
problems, the question of the minorities, is to a certain ex
tent a reassuring phenomenon.

"I have endeavoured to sum up the circumstances which 
have contributed to the improvement noticeable during the past 
few years in Hungary’s international position. I do not mean 
to say that we are prepared for all emergencies. One con
clusion, however, I may venture to draw, namely, that the 
collapse of Little Entente hegemony has decidedly improved 
the prospects of the policy of rapprochement proving a suc
cess. In this conviction I have been strengthened by the 
circumstance that Hungary has gone to the limits of con
ciliation and is striving with every means at her disposal to 
arouse a similar willingness to negotiate in the Little Entente 
States. Many declare that Hungary has made rapprochement 
conditional on too hard terms, but this is quite untrue.

"We do not make conditions: we merely demand the 
fulfilment of the obligations undertaken by the Little Entente. 
We also demand the recognition — unconditional and with
out any counter-services — of our sovereignty as proceeding 
from the letter and spirit of the League Covenant. We insist 
on the realization in practice, at long last, of the equality 
pronounced in principle in December 1932, and protest 
against a difference being made between us and other States. 
We insist on the situation of the minorities, which has come 
to be a pivotal problem, being regulated according to the 
intentions of the minority treaties. Until these two problems 
are satisfactorily settled there can be no question of rap
prochement. If one can speak at all of Hungarian stipulations,
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this can only refer to the fast that any approaches made by 
Hungary in the fields of politics and economy must be made 
in the spirit of the principles laid down in the Rome Protocol 
and its supplementary agreements and on the lines along 
which these principles have of late developed.

"The strength of our attitude lies chiefly in the circum
stance that it is based on the treaties at present in force, 
and that we fully realize that after years of struggle and of 
an anti-Hungarian propaganda campaign still being conducted 
by the Little Entente, we are confronted with a problem 
which will be settled, if at all, only after lengthy and 
tempestuous negotiations.

"I can assure the House that we are well-armed with 
the necessary perseverance and patience.

"In the foregoing I have endeavoured to set forth as 
unbiassedly as possible the difficulties attending all attempts 
to normalize relations between Hungary and the Little 
Entente States. Perhaps I have lingered too long over the 
question and spoken in too great detail. I have done so 
because in my opinion it is not possible to over-emphasize 
the importance of this problem, not only for the Danubian 
States, but also from the point of view of European peace.

"In conclusion I sincerely hope that the Little Entente 
has not entirely lost its political judgment, that it will not 
continue to fight for long against a natural development which 
no power can check, or force us to join a trend which — 
though no moral or legal obstacles stood in our way — we 
have hitherto consistently refrained from following. But 
everyone must realize that if the Little Entente States refuse 
to make co-operation possible, we shall be obliged to con
tinue along the promising path on which our feet have been 
set without them.

"However events may mature, Hungary will continue 
to seek her peaceful aims with peaceful means, firm in the 
hope that, even if only after many failures and disappoint
ments, her honest peace policy will eventually meet with 
understanding."

—  y  —
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